
Jordan University of Science and Technology

Software Engineering Department

SE431: Software Security

Fall 2020

Instructor - Dr. Ahmed Shatnawi (ahmedshatnawi@just.edu.jo )
Class Hours - Sun, Tu, and Th 09:30-10:30 and 10:30-11:30

- Mon and Wed 10:00-11:30
Office Hours - anytime electronically; by appointment; after class

1 Overview

This course teaches software engineering techniques for building secure software and explores the fundamental
concepts and engineering processes of software development and testing to produce software designed for
security. The course focuses mainly on some common software security attacks, including format string
attacks, SQL injection, Cross-site scripting (XSS), Cross-site request forgery (CSRF), and Session hijacking,
and defenses that have in common the idea of input validation.
The course covering ideas like threat modeling and security design principles, including organizing ideas like
favor simplicity, trust with reluctance, and defend in-depth; we present real-world examples of good and bad
designs.

2 Course Objectives

• Comprehend basic security terminologies, and specifically the basic goals of software security, that is,
confidentiality, integrity and availability.

• Students will understand secure coding practices to prevent common vulnerabilities from being injected
into software.

• Students will be able to perform all types of security testing, including fuzz testing at each of these
levels: white box, grey box, and black box/penetration testing.

• Students will be able to assess the security risk of a system under development. Risk management will
include the development of formal and informal misuse case and threat models. Risk management will
also involve the utilization of security metrics.

• Students will be able to write security requirements (which include privacy requirements). They will
be able to validate these requirements and to perform additional verification practices of static analysis
and security inspection.

• Students will be able to evaluate a medium-sized web application for vulnerabilities and generate a
report on the evaluation and its results.
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3 Required Texts

• Security Engineering: A Guide to Building Dependable Distributed Systems 3rd Edition Ross J An-
derson 2020, ISBN-13: 978-0470068526 (https://www.cl.cam.ac.uk/~rja14/book.html)

• Computer Security and the Internet: Tools and Jewels 2020, ISBN-13: 978-0134085043
(https://people.scs.carleton.ca/~paulv/toolsjewels.html)

• Software Security Principles, Policies, and Protection Mathias Payer April
(https://nebelwelt.net/SS3P/softsec.pdf)

4 Grading

Course letter grades will be assigned using J.U.S.T official scale, unless we decide that this scale is too severe
(in which case the grades will be curved).
Course percentage grades are broken down into the following categories.

7.5% Quizzes
There will be a pop up quiz during lecture meetings. Quiz content will focus on material presented
in lecture weeks prior. The lowest quiz score may be dropped.

17.5% Labs and Assignments
There will be 8 or more Labs and assignments. No assignment grades are dropped, but students
wishing to replace their lowest assignment grade may attempt an optional assignment available at
the end of the semester.

1. Lab 0: Lab Environment Setup (https://seedsecuritylabs.org/lab_env.html)

2. Lab1: Format-String Vulnerability Lab (http://www.cis.syr.edu/~wedu/seed/Labs_12.04/
Software/Format_String/)

3. Lab2: Cross-Site Scripting Attack Lab (http://www.cis.syr.edu/~wedu/seed/Labs_12.04/
Web/Web_XSS_Elgg/)

4. Lab3: Cross-Site Request Forgery Attack Lab (http://www.cis.syr.edu/~wedu/seed/Labs_
12.04/Web/Web_CSRF_Elgg/)

5. Lab4: Web Tracking Lab (http://www.cis.syr.edu/~wedu/seed/Labs_12.04/Web/Web_Tracking_
Elgg/)

6. Lab5: SQL Injection Attack Lab (http://www.cis.syr.edu/~wedu/seed/Labs_12.04/Web/
Web_SQL_Injection/)

7. Lab6: Mobile Lab Environment Setup (http://www.cis.syr.edu/~wedu/seed/mobile_security.
html)

8. Lab7: Android Repackaging Attack Lab (http://www.cis.syr.edu/~wedu/seed/Labs_Android5.
1/Android_Repackaging/)

9. Lab8: Android Device Rooting Lab (http://www.cis.syr.edu/~wedu/seed/Labs_Android5.
1/Android_Rooting/)

10% Project
I strongly encourage pairs. You will be graded in person, you will be expected to demonstrate that
you have mastered techniques used in the project you submitted.
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70% Exams
You will be graded in person, you will be expected to demonstrate that you have mastered techniques
used in the project you submitted have two exams and one cumulative final (with a strong emphasis
on the materials covered after the midterm). Exams will take place during regular lecture period.
Exam week lectures will be replaced by an ad-hoc review (you should come prepared with questions,
or at the very least a vague sense of wonder).

25% TBD Midterm Exam
40% TBD Final Exam

5 Regrading

If you think there is an error in grading, you must submit a request for regrade via email. You have only
ONE WEEK after the grades are published on eLearning to you to request a re-grade. After that point,
you cannot appeal your grade. Communicate with the TA (who did the grading) and see if you can get it
resolved. If you are still unsatisfied, you should then contact Dr. Ahmed Shatnawi.

6 Late Policy

Late homework will not be accepted. Quizzes missed due to unforeseen and extreme circumstances may be
made up within the same week during my office hours. Keep in mind that one quiz grade may be dropped.

7 Academic Misconduct

The university has a responsibility to promote academic honesty and integrity and to develop procedures to
deal effectively with instances of academic dishonesty. Students are responsible for the honest completion
and representation of their work, for the appropriate citation of sources, and for respect of others’ academic
endeavors. A more detailed description of Student Academic Disciplinary Procedures may be found in the
department.

8 Participation by Students with Disabilities

If, due to a disability, you need special accommodations in order to meet any of the requirements of this
course, you should contact me as soon as possible.

9 Cheating & Collaboration

All graded assignments must be your own work (your own words), but you may work with other people as
long as you list their names prominently on the first page of the assignment, and/or in a comment at the
top of the assignment, for example:

// Mohammad, Homework #6, SE 431

// I discussed this assignment with Mariam,

// and Ali. We looked at each other’s design notes,

// but did not exchange the copies.

For this course, verbal communication and collaboration using non-code text or hand-written notes/code is
permitted, as long as it is properly documented. Documentation must also be made for help from anyone
not in the course, such as a tutor, friend, or relative, and for information off the Web.

Automatic copying of assignments (e.g. email, messaging, flash drive copies, printed hard copies, etc) is
strictly forbidden. At the very least, you must write every word in your assignments. If you are unsure
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whether something is permitted, please check with me. If you turn in an assignment which is an electronic
copy (or a minor variation of a copy) of other peoples work, then the source and people who give credit to
the source will receive zero for the assignment, while those who do not give credit may be given an ‘F’ grade
for the course. Do not send your assignment by email to other people!

Whether or not you have permission of the other person, submitting someone else’s work as your own is
plagiarism, a serious instance of academic misconduct. Everyone is responsible for learning the material
themselves. Some of the assignments may be graded in person, especially in cases where the individual
contribution to the assignment is not clear. If you are graded in person, you will be expected to demonstrate
that you have mastered techniques used in the material you submitted.

10 In-Class Communication

Phone calls, text messages, instant messages, email, and web surfing are highly disruptive to other students
and hence not allowed during class time. Technology devices may only be used for the class purposes (e.g.
following slides) Violators will be asked to leave the room. If you anticipate a call that you simply have
to take (yes, that happens), please sit near the door, put your phone on vibrate, and leave quietly at the
appropriate time. If you are disrupted by another student’s violation of this policy, please bring the matter
to my attention.

11 Topics

This course outline is a “living document”. It can be changed in response to events in the course. You will
be notified if major changes are made.

S T Th Topics Reading
9/XX 9/XX 9/XX Course Intro and Cryptography Ch. X
1/XX 9/XX 2/XX Cryptography Ch. X
2/XX 9/XX 2/XX OWASP Top 10 (A1-A5) Ch. X
2/XX 9/XX 2/XX OWASP Top 10 (A6-A10) Ch. X
2/XX 9/XX 2/XX Security Testing Ch. X
2/XX 9/XX 3/XX Static Application Security Testing (SAST) Ch. X
3/XX 9/XX 3/XX Top 10 Software Security Design Flaws (1-5) Ch. X
3/XX 9/XX 3/XX Top 10 Software Security Design Flaws (6-10) Ch. X
3/XX 9/XX 3/XX Implementation: defensive coding practices Ch. X
3/XX 9/XX 3/XX Midterm Exam

4/XX 9/XX 4/XX Security Requirements Ch. X
4/XX 9/XX 4/XX Secure Development Lifecycle Ch. X
4/XX 9/XX 4/XX Mobile Phone Application Security Ch. X
4/XX 9/XX 4/XX Exploiting software vulnerabilities I Ch. X
5/XX 9/XX 5/XX Exploiting software vulnerabilities II Ch. X,
5/XX 9/XX 5/XX Reverse Engineering and AntiCrack Techniques Ch. X
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